
A Brumby® Rocker is 
more than a rocking chair

It’s a legacy
www.brumbyrocker.com  •  www.facebook.com/BrumbyChairCompany  •  770-425-1875



Quality • Comfort • Elegance

The Brumby Chair Company 

G U A R A N T E E

We stand behind every product that 
we sell and guarantee Brumby® 
Rockers are the highest quality 
rockers on the market.  Every 
historic piece in The Brumby Chair 
Collection is hand-stained, caned 
and assembled in Marietta, Georgia.  

We guarantee that you will not find 
a more elegant rocking chair on the 
market.  For over 140 years, The 
Brumby Chair Company has been 
the gold standard of rocking chairs 
and we will continue this tradition 
for generations to come.

The Brumby Family
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What Makes Brumby® Rockers So Special

Our People 
Our employees at The Brumby Chair Company are the 
heart and soul of our business and what makes our rocking 
chairs so special.  With an average of 20 years of experience, 
our artisans take great pride and care to hand make every 
Brumby Rocker.  Wanting to continue the standard of 
excellence that Brumby Rockers are known for, our staff 
ensures that every Brumby Rocker is crafted to perfection.

The Quality of our Product
Hand crafted to century-old specifications, the tradition 
of the South continues with this uniquely designed and 
uncommonly comfortable collector’s item. Brumby Rockers 
have become synonymous with creating lasting memories. 
Whether you’re rocking a new baby to sleep or relaxing with 
your family on your front porch, Brumby Rockers have been 
an integral part of family Heritages for over a century.

All Brumby Rockers are made from the finest Appalachian 
Red Oak, with steam bent back posts to allow for added 
comfort and durability. Armrests are hand-wedged, not 
glued or stapled, together to allow the wood to give with 
the change in temperature. The custom cut runners are 
carefully bent to ensure an even rock and are attached with 
solid brass carriage bolts for added strength.

Using cane from the Orient, the backs and seats are 
expertly hand-caned in a traditional Herringbone pattern 
adding a stylish and artistic design to every chair. The final 
finishing steps in the production process include adding 
several choices of stain or paint and a clear coat, to ensure 
a handsome polish and durable protection from changes in 
climates, UV and water damage. 

“ ”
From Jekyll Island to Yellowstone Lodge, the durable Brumby 
captured the resort porch market. As guests returned home, 
the Brumby gradually won the distinction of being the 
nation’s best rocker.              — Esquire Magazine
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Our Rich History

When the Brumby family of Marietta, GA handcrafted its 
first rocking chair shortly after the end of the Civil War, they 
never imagined that over a century later they would still be 
producing these family heirlooms.  

Since 1875, Brumby® Rockers have adorned American porches 
of large antebellum homes, sprawling verandas of luxury 
resorts and The Truman Balcony of the White House.

Once the largest employer in Marietta, GA, the factory housed 
over 350 employees and manufactured over 150 furniture 
lines. The most recognizable product in their collection was the 
Jumbo Rocker which was sold coast to coast and what became 
the epitome of Southern elegance. The world’s finest southern 
made rocker is still produced in Marietta, GA, just a quarter 
mile from the original production site that housed The Brumby 
Chair Company in 1875.

This century old southern classic is a symbol of  
craftsmanship, comfort and elegance. Still produced by  
the great grandchildren of one of the original founders, 
Thomas M. Brumby, this great southern heritage continues. 
Tradition has it that you had to work two weeks to buy a 
Brumby Rocker, but once you had it, you had it for life.

“ ”
A Brumby® Rocker spares the body while relaxing the mind.

                    — New York Times
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“ ”
The rock of Ages…the Chair has become part of the South’s 
fabric, weaving an appealing pattern out of such values as 
family and traditional craftsmanship.

  — Atlanta Journal Constitution
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The Brumby® Jumbo Rocker

The porch rocker we all remember. Designed by the 
Brumby family of Marietta in the early 19th century, 
the Brumby Jumbo is believed to be the oldest product 
in Georgia still in production. The Brumby Jumbo is 
famous for its craftsmanship, comfort and elegance. 
Constructed with the finest Appalachian Red Oak, 
Brumby Rockers are designed to withstand drastic 
changes in humidity and temperature. 

The Brumby Jumbo Rocker has steam bent back posts 
to curve around the shoulders for added comfort 
and support. The seats and backs are hand-caned 
with cane from the Orient in a classic Herringbone 
pattern. Brumby Rockers are built to decorate porches 
in the summer and hearths in the winter. Brumby 
Jumbo Rockers are heirloom pieces passed down for 
generations. A Brumby Rocker is more than a rocking 
chair, it’s a legacy.

Jumbo Specifications
Height 48 ½”  •  Seat Height/Front 19 ¼”   

Seat Width/Depth 22 ½” x 19”  •  Arm Span 27”  
Runner Length 36”  •  Weight 35 lbs.Jumbo Rocker
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•  Made from Solid Appalachian Red Oak

•  Steam bent back posts, headrests and runners

•  Runners attached with solid brass carriage bolts

•   Hand-caned seat and back in an elegant 
herringbone pattern

•  Wedged arm rests in a 19th century technique

•   Generous seat and back proportions for greater 
comfort

•   All Brumby Rockers are marked with the original 
seal of The Brumby Chair Company for authenticity

•  Comes in five stains and three painted options

•   Advanced finish to protect against UV and water 
damage

•   Shipped fully assembled

Price —  $995.00 per rocker* 
*Discounts offered for volume purchasesJumbo Rocker

“ ”
Today, the Brumby is recognized as an integral part of our 
country’s heritage.        — Country Living Magazine
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The Brumby® Courting Rocker

Our plantation-inspired, old-fashioned Brumby 
Courting Rocker is a wonderful way to rock back and 
reminisce with family and loved ones. This double-
seated version of the classic Brumby Jumbo is a 
stunning addition to covered patios or indoors.  
What better way to spend quality time with the  
ones you love than relaxing in this beautifully made 
rocker for two.

The Brumby Courting Rocker is made of solid 
Appalachian Red Oak and features a double-woven 
cane seat with cane from the Orient in an elegant 
herringbone pattern.  The back posts, headrest 
and runners are all steam-bent for an unequaled 
comfortable rocking experience. With our one of  
a kind double rocker, you’ll create decades of  
lasting memories.

Courting Specifications
Height 42”  •  Seat Height/Front 17 ½” 

Seat Width/Depth 40 ¾” x 17”  •  Arm Span 42 ¼” 
Runner Length 34”  •  Weight  35 lbs.Courting Rocker
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•   Double-seated version of the classic Brumby Jumbo 
Rocker

•   Seat and back hand woven in classic herringbone 
pattern

•   Same elegant turnings that are the signature of  all 
Brumby Rockers

•   Beautiful addition to any sprawling porch in 
conjunction with Brumby Jumbo Rockers

•   Fun to rock with a friend, family member or loved 
one on an elegant porch

•  Comes in five stains and three painted options

•   Advanced finish to protect against UV and water 
damage

•   Shipped fully assembled

Courting RockerPrice —  $1,499.00 per rocker* 
*Discounts offered for volume purchases

“ ”
It is rare when a piece of furniture commands a place in 
history, but the Brumby® Rocker, an American original, is one 
of the exceptions.                      — Los Angeles Times
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The Brumby® Baby Rocker

Simply adorable is the only way to describe The 
Brumby Baby Rocker. The perfect accessory to any 
stylish nursery or sprawling porch, this rocker is sized 
to fit a child’s world. This charming rocker is built 
with the same unique specifications as the Brumby 
Jumbo.  Carrying the seal of the original Brumby Chair 
Company, this uniquely sophisticated baby rocker 
can be passed down for generations.  Constructed of 
solid Appalachian Red Oak, these adorable rockers are 
made to last.  

Headrests can be laser engraved with family crests, 
monograms or custom designs and personalized 
brass plaques can be affixed to the back of the chair 
commemorating precious family moments.  What 
better gift for an expecting family than a personalized 
rocker that can be enjoyed from one generation to 
the next.

Baby Specifications
Height 28 ¾”  •  Seat Height/Front 3 ½” 

Seat Width/Depth 16” x 12 ½”  •  Arm Span 18 ¾” 
Runner Length 22 ½”  •  Weight 9 lbs. Baby Rocker
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•  Made from Solid Appalachian Red Oak

•  Steam-bent back posts, headrests and runners

•  Runners attached with solid brass carriage bolts

•   Hand-caned seat and back in an elegant 
herringbone pattern

•  Wedged arm rests in a 19th century technique

•   All Brumby Rockers are marked with the original 
seal of The Brumby Chair Company for authenticity

•  Comes in five stains and three painted options

•   Advanced finish to protect against UV and water 
damage

•   Shipped fully assembled

Baby RockerPrice —  $395.00 per rocker

“ ”
If a home in Marietta, Georgia has a rocker where sweaters 
were knitted, stories were told and babies were swayed to 
sleep, it is probably a Brumby.        — Southern Living
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The Brumby® Footstool

Complete the relaxation experience of a Brumby 
Rocker with a matching footstool. The perfect 
complement to our rockers, the expertly crafted 
Brumby Footstool is one of a kind. Once you kick back 
in your Brumby Rocker and put your feet up on our 
Brumby Footstool, you’ll never want to get up. 

Made of solid Appalachian Red Oak delicately turned 
and hand-caned in a matching Herringbone pattern, 
this beautiful footstool can be a great companion to 
Brumby Rockers or as a stand-alone furniture piece.

Footstool Specifications
Height 14 ”  •  Seat Height/Front 14” 

Seat Width/Depth 23 ½” x 18 ½”  •  Weight 10 lbs.Footstool
Price —  $355.00



The Brumby® Lapdesk

Your Brumby Rocker can now become a relaxing place 
to work by adding an accessory lap desk.  Sit with 
your laptop, iPad or convertible notepad and make 
work time melt away while you rock.  Made of solid 
Appalachian Red Oak and can be stained to match any 
of our rocking chairs.  Assembled to fit perfectly over 
the arms of Jumbo Rocker and the bottom of the lap 
desk is lined with green felt to prevent scratching the 
armrests.

Lapdesk
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“ ”
The Chair that was something like the gold standard of the 
business.                          — Esquire Magazine

Price —  $150.00
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What Our Customers Are Saying

“

“
“

“
”

”

”
”

Just a note to say we love our Brumby® Rocker.  We brought it 
home last Friday and it could not look better in our living room.  
The dark walnut finish is very rich and exactly what we wanted.  
And after sitting and rocking in it over the weekend we knew it 
was one of our best purchases ever and will be handed down to my 
son when the time comes.

  — Rich and Lynn Beer, Marietta, GA

In love with my Brumby® Rocker! Looking forward to sitting in it 
with my first grandson.

  — Nancy Hooff, Atlanta, GA

My wife first fell in love with Brumby® rockers when we used to 
visit my grandmother in Weston GA. She had three ancient ones on 
her front porch.  Unfortunately the chairs were grabbed by other 
relatives and my wife has lamented that ever since. Getting one 
for her birthday has made her very happy and she loves her new 
Brumby® Rocker.

  — Lee Stitzenberger, Malibu, CA

My grandmother rocked her children as well as all her 
grandchildren in this rocker. This was her favorite chair! I still 
remember her sitting in that chair, the conversations we had while 
she sat there, and the distinct crackle it made when she got up. 
Now it sits next to my own fireplace and I plan to use it in a 
nursery whenever I have my own children to rock.

  — Amanda Walker-Hedrick, Johnson City, TN
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Custom Laser Engraving

Engraved Brass Plates

Customize your Brumby® Rocker with our laser engraving 
service. Enhance what is already the most elegant rocker on the 
market by adding a touch of personalization to the head rest.  

Choose any logo, symbol, seal or custom design to be engraved 
on the front of the headrest and we’ll ensure your rocker is a 
memorable piece of your furniture collection or the perfect gift 
for friends and family.

Nothing commemorates an important occasion like a personally 
engraved message.  Add a touch of distinction to any Brumby® 
Rocker with a beautiful solid brass plaque affixed to the back 
of the headrest.  Custom messages can be inscribed to honor 
family milestones that can be remembered for generations. 

Brumby Rockers are a great way to commemorate exciting 
events like birthdays, holidays, retirements or a new baby 
in any family.  Space permitting, font styles and sizes can be 
accommodated. 
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Passed down for over a hundred years from our family to 
yours, the Brumby family continues to produce the World’s 
greatest southern made rocking chairs. Expertly hand crafted, 
caned and stained; the original specifications of  the 19th 
century Brumby Jumbo Rocker are maintained to ensure the 
most comfortable and elegant rocker on the market.

The Brumby Chair Company was originally founded by 
James Remley Brumby and Thomas M. Brumby in 1875. The 
company of today is still owned and managed by the Brumby 
family. These historic rockers once found on broad verandas 
of southern plantations, now line porches, living rooms, 
nurseries and balconies around the world. 

Brumby Rockers have become synonymous with creating 
lasting family memories. Whether you’re rocking a new baby 
to sleep or relaxing with family and friends on your front 
porch, Brumby Rockers have been an integral part of family 
heritages for over a century.  

A Brumby® Rocker is 
more than a rocking chair

It’s a legacy


